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                    EPA Gateway is using a logingov provider to allow you to sign in to your account safely and securely.
                    

                    

                    If you do not have an existing Login.gov account, you will be able to create one before you log in.
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                        EPA PIV Smartcard Login

                   

                   Please insert your PIV Card into the card reader before clicking Login button.

                   

                   

                   This login method is for EPA users only.
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        United States Environmental Protection Agency Terms of Service and Privacy Policy

      

      
        Warning Notice

          	This warning banner provides privacy and security notices consistent with applicable federal laws,
                directives, and other federal guidance for accessing this Government system, which includes (1)
                this computer network, (2) all computers connected to this network, and (3) all devices and storage
                media attached to this network or to a computer on this network.
	This system is provided for Government-authorized use only.
	Unauthorized or improper use of this system is prohibited and may result in disciplinary action and/
                or civil and criminal penalties.
	By using this system, you understand and consent to the following:
              	The Government may monitor, record, and audit your system usage, including usage of
                    personal devices and email systems for official duties or to conduct EPA business. Therefore,
                    you have no reasonable expectation of privacy regarding any communication or data transiting
                    or stored on this system. At any time, and for any lawful Government purpose, the government
                    may monitor, intercept, and search and seize any communication or data transiting or stored on
                    this system.
	Any communication or data transiting or stored on this system may be disclosed or used for any
                    lawful Government purpose.


            


	Rules of Behavior

		If you click AGREE button, you are accepting the Rules of Behavior.
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